CORRESPONDENCE
We thank Pi-Sunyer and colleagues (We stand by our guidelines. Nat. Rev. Endocrinol. 10, doi:10.038/nrendo.2013.272-c1) 1 for responding to our criticism of the 2013 guidelines for the management of over weight and obesity that were produced by these authors on behalf of the American Heart Association (AHA), the American College of Cardiology (ACC) and The Obe sity Society (TOS) (Have new guidelines overlooked the role of diet composition? Nat. Rev. Endocrinol. 10, 132-133; 2014). 2 Our disagreement is about how to assess the evidence evaluating the importance of diet composition for weight control. Whereas Pi-Sunyer et al. stand by their use of the Institute of Medicine (IOM) methodolo gy-which recognizes only long-term randomized controlled trials (RCTs) with high retention rates as evidence for co nsideration-we maintain that this approach is far too narrow for nutrition studies. If the IOM criteria were the only measure of the validity of scientific evidence, we would need RCTs to assess the efficacy and safety of the parachute before its use could be endorsed.
We think it necessary to distinguish between the evidence required to establish effects of diet composition on body weight and that required for synthetic pharmaceutical compounds. To establish a causal link between diet composition and obesity, one first needs to include evidence from animal, experimental, mechanistic, observational and interventional studies, and look at the totality of evidence, as recommended by the FDA. 3 The approach used by Pi-Sunyer et al. might to some extent be acceptable for drug trials that aim to assess the efficacy and safety of new molecules; however, using the same methodol ogy in research that examines the role of naturally occurring foods and/or nutrients essentially eliminates the majority of all scientific studies in the area.
Had the same criteria for evidence been applied to the assessment of the importance of industrially produced trans fats for Pi-Sunyer et al. dismiss our examples of meta-analyses of RCTs (comprising 110 studies in total) that show benefits of slightly reducing carbohydrate and increasing protein for body weight control, as "prospective, observational studies with self-reported outcomes, " when in fact there were substantial positive effects on body weight, body fat, preservation of fat-free mass and important cardiometabolic risk factors. [5] [6] [7] Moreover, recently conducted meta-analyses of longterm trials show lasting effects after the cessation of active intervention. 8, 9 Another meta-analysis has demonstrated benefits of a low glycaemic index diet among individuals with obesity. 10 We should also distinguish between high trial 'retention' and high 'dietary adherence' . High retention essentially means that par ticipants just have to attend the control visits; consequently, very high retention rates can be achieved by, for example, cash rewards after completion of the trial. By contrast, high adherence (or compliance) with diet composition can be achieved by techniques such as careful instruction by dieticians, cookery classes and provision of all foods free of charge. In the POUNDS LOST trial, an 80% retention rate was reported after 2 years. 11 However, compliance with diet composition was poor because nitrogen excretion among indivi duals assigned to the normal-protein and high protein diet groups was identical, indicating that protein intake did not differ between these two groups. By contrast, in the Diogenes trial, participants' urinary nitrogen excretion showed that they had adhered to the allocated protein intakes, and better weight control was achieved in the high protein groups than in the low protein groups. 12 Moreover, the drop-out rate was much lower in the groups with enhanced weight control (high-protein, low glycaemic index).
We agree with Pi-Sunyer and colleagues that there is no magic bullet in diet composition for weight control. Nonetheless, the effects of 1-2 kg weight regain over a period of 6-12 months can be enough to distinguish between weight stability and marked weight gain over time.
